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Business Professor & Coach  International Business  Change Management 

Senior supply chain executive with unparalleled global expertise. Raises enterprises to new heights with ethical leadership founded on 
the diverse experiences of a multicultural and multinational change agent. Intellectually curious, yet solution-oriented – always ready 
to teach, learn, and listen. Develops others by distilling complex topics to essentials, guiding others to recognize and achieve their own 
“deep down” goals. Combines real-world insights, a master’s degree equivalent, and the ability to engage young people. 

• Change Management: Introduced data-backed, accountability-focused business cultures at Libbey, Inc. and Kellogg.  

• International Business: Applied cultural wisdom to win results in Americas, Europe, and Asia. Fluent in 3 languages. 

• Strategic Planning: Established forward-looking and market-aligned strategies in partnership with CEOs and Boards. 

• Supply Chain: Saved $99M by consolidating manufacturing assets and capturing global cost saving opportunities. 

STRATEGIC PLANNING  TALENT DEVELOPMENT  RECRUITMENT & TRAINING  CHANGE MANAGEMENT  PROCESS IMPROVEMENT  COST REDUCTION  P&L 
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT  CROSS-FUNCTIONAL TEAM LEADERSHIP  OPERATIONS  PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT  MULTICULTURAL & MULTILINGUAL 

 
 

Executive Career History 

LIBBEY, INC., Toledo, OH 2014 to 2017 
With $818M annual sales in 100+ countries and plants in the Americas, Europe, and China, Libbey is the #1 glass tableware manufacturer. 

Chief Supply Chain Officer; Toledo, OH 

Partnered with incoming CEO to optimize global supply chain and infuse corporate culture with accountability, transparency, and data-
driven excellence, Libbey’s biggest culture change in 20+ years. Supported vision as CEO direct report and frequent Board collaborator. 
Built and sustained relations in diverse Board with established and rising members. Orchestrated best-ever supply chain performance. 

Architected agile supply chain organization empowered with KPIs and performance dashboards. Enabled shift from putting out fires to 
proactive focus on strengths and efficiencies – key steps toward product portfolio aligned with regional opportunities and customer 
needs. After arrival of second new CEO with conservative strategic focus, left Libbey to make room for its changing priorities. 

Illuminated Path to Accountability, Saving Nearly $100M While Instituting Performance-Focused Mindset. 

• Secured 3% YOY savings – $23M in 2016, $23M more expected 2017 – by authoring and leading Cost Savings Roadmap. 

• Cut inventory $36M in 2016, with projected $17M decrease in 2017. Eliminated costly out-of-stocks while reducing 
inventory stockpiles – previously sitting an average of 8-9 months before sale. 

• Drove global supply chain transformation with a team of only 3. Kept team lean and nimble by working with regional partners.  

• Rejuvenated change-averse Sales and Marketing teams, replacing Sales-driven innovation process that bloated inventory to 
50K SKUs. Equipped teams with dashboard to understand target markets, make accurate forecasts, and commit to success. 

• Served on Executive Committee and contributed to strategy. Oversaw 6 plants, 11 distribution centers, 100+ suppliers. 
 

BORDEN DAIRY COMPANY, Dallas, TX 2011 to 2014 
$2.2M privately-held dairy enterprise built from assets of Columbus, OH-based Borden and several acquisitions, formerly #1 US producer of 

dairy and pasta products. 

Senior Vice President of Supply Chain; Columbus, OH & Worldwide 

Recruited as ambassador and bridge between cultures as privately-held Mexican dairy brand acquired pieces of iconic Borden. Brought 

clarity and direction to complex, low-margin venture needing operations cohesion, strategic evolution, and supply chain excellence in a 

market where one bad batch could shutter a plant. Supervised output of 16 plants, 18 distribution centers, and 40 branches. 

As CEO report and Executive Committee member, fostered trust between US managers and Mexican owners. Used cultural insights 

from years living in Spain to spot opportunities, reducing miscommunication while acclimating Board to US regulatory environment. 

Brought key players from both sides together to impart new communication strategies that incorporated differing views on conflict. 

Intervened to Set Mexico- and US-Based Teams on Firm Foundation and Put a Stop to Spiraling Confusion. 

• Interpreted and resolved cultural conflicts, winning praise from executives for laying foundation for cross-cultural teamwork. 

Maximized plant capacity by driving automation and crafting new ways for sister plants to support one another as necessary.  

• Envisioned plan for $90M cost savings in era of high commodity costs. Created supply chain, planning, and quality functions, 

rebuilt distribution, and consolidated to offset low margins – closing 4 plants and launching a streamlined network strategy. 
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KELLOGG COMPANY, Battle Creek, MI 1990 to 2011 
$14.7B Kellogg, founded 1906, is the world’s largest cereal company and employs 33,000+ people over 5 continents worldwide. 

Senior Vice President of Supply Chain, Morning Food Division; Battle Creek, MI 2009 to 2011 

Promoted to lead network of 9 plants with $1.4B COGS; all US cereals, Pop Tarts, energy drinks, and meal bars. Acted as change agent 
to harness capacity in largest division and prioritize hot sellers over products with no momentum. Developed 2-year network strategy. 

Spearheaded Manufacturing Retrenchment to Align Capabilities with Changing Market Needs. 

• Accelerated innovation in fast-changing consumer environment by implementing new food platform. 

• Crystallized $70M annual cost savings, 5%, by initiating division-wide adoption of Lean manufacturing. 

• Grew overall safety 20%, quality and food safety 30% through Lean-based manufacturing concepts. 

 
Vice President of Manufacturing, Snacks Division; Battle Creek, MI 2008 to 2009 

Promoted to head manufacturing in $800M division encompassing all US cookies, fruit snacks, and Rice Krispies bars. 

Upleveled Manufacturing Efficiencies and Trimmed Costs Nationwide. 

• Reviewed network performance and won $15M savings through portfolio of rationalization projects. 

• Solidified division safety performance to Best-in-Class level, logging just 1.5 Total Recordable Injuries. 

• Cultivated numerous team members to high-level outcomes throughout Kellogg’s global organization. 

 
Director of Manufacturing, Europe; Dublin, Ireland 2005 to 2008 

Promoted to revitalize Europe manufacturing and develop long-term strategy, pushing down costs by right-sizing footprint in Germany 
and United Kingdom while doubling size of Spain plant and launching site in Poland, a totally new territory that now produces Pringles.  

Blazed Trail to Cost-Effective Europe Strategy Through Operations Leadership and Business Intelligence. 

• Benchmarked European network to identify $20M savings and catalyze shift from high-cost to low-cost production markets. 

• Achieved additional $10M savings using a comprehensive network rationalization project touching all of Continental Europe. 

• Enhanced executive decision-making by standardizing financial reporting systems, headcount structure, and budget processes.  

 
Vice President of Human Resources; Battle Creek, MI 2004 to 2005 

Recruited internally by CEO Carlos Gutierrez, praised in 2004 by Forbes Magazine as “The Man Who Fixed Kellogg.” Championed fresh 
vision for HR as highly-visible change agent with mandate to break down cliques and imbue Kellogg with spirit of talent development. 
Took point on common management process that would enrich the culture with merit-based evaluations and promotion. 

Realized New Enterprise Competencies in Talent Development and Performance Management for Kellogg. 

• Co-created, led, and implemented Talent Development Process for cohesive, end-to-end development among all personnel. 

• Pioneered culture change throughout Human Resources, focusing on meritocratic processes and attracting top global talent. 

• Assisted Mr. Gutierrez with transition as he accepted a role as Secretary of Commerce in the George W. Bush administration. 

 

Director of Supply Chain, Australia/New Zealand (Kellogg Australia); Botany, NSW, Australia 2001 to 2003 

Promoted from Director of Manufacturing, Australia/New Zealand, after marked KPI gains across 3 plants. Led turnaround that evolved 
Australia from “joke” known enterprise-wide to a flexible, formidable manufacturing engine. Leveraged Italian background to alleviate 
tensions with predominantly Italian labor force, end the threat of strikes, and close collective bargaining in record time. 

Mitigated Labor Disruptions, Ending Long History of Conflict by Introducing Workforce as New Allies. 

• Simplified and streamlined regional supply chain, integrating 3 plants and their distribution networks into a single whole. 

• Turned the page on era of labor unrest, protecting Kellogg interests while using cultural acumen to reach out to workers. 

• Presided over KPI growth, including 10% gains in asset effectiveness, 30% reduced raw material waste, 45% fewer injuries. 
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Early Career 

Plant Director (Kellogg España SA); Valls, Spain 1999 to 2001 

Moved to Spain as first female plant manager and first leader from outside the country. Learned Spanish fast to break through barriers 

and win respect from front-line employees. Adapted leadership style to local expectations, getting initial results as a hard-charging and 

“authoritarian” boss – before using that capital to instill a more collaborative and creative culture in keeping with Kellogg values. 

• Upped total plant throughput 25%, implementing major expansion and upgrades. 

• Captured new highs in safety, quality, and cost performance for the Valls plant. 

• Cemented Valls’ reputation among top performing Kellogg plants worldwide. 

 

Global Process Owner – Manufacturing; Battle Creek, MI 1997 to 1998 
Led team charged with rolling out Oracle ERP platform for manufacturing operations worldwide, affecting 35 plants in Europe, Asia 

Pacific, and the Americas. Developed subject expertise rapidly, representing manufacturing and engineering interests while ensuring 

consistent system, features, and configuration across all assets. Deepened knowledge of inventory system and technology services. 

 

Plant Director – Verola (Kellogg Italy SPA); Verola, Italy 1995 to 1997 
Hired for first job out of college in privately-held manufacturing enterprise acquired by Kellogg in 1996. As one of the few speakers of 

English, became de facto diplomat to Kellogg’s London-based Europe headquarters. As Kellogg corporate personnel visited to impart 

“the Kellogg way,” built rapport and taught corporate best practices to other team members. 

 

Earned promotion to quality leadership role before being selected as plant manager – just in time to lead facility closure. Marshaling 

deep trust from local workforce, minimized disruption and led effective labor negotiations. Delivered plant closure on budget and on 

time without losing a single day to strike action. 

 

Previous Roles: Quality Manager (1993 to 1995), Production Manager (1990 to 1993); Quality and R&D Manager, Globo Foods SA – 

Lagano, Switzerland (1986 to 1989).  

 
 

Education & Certification 

UNIVERSITY OF MILAN, Milan, Italy – BS, Food Science & Technology 

PROFICIENT IN ITALIAN, ENGLISH, AND SPANISH 


